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ABSTRACT 
Implosion of hollow {rather than solid) pellets makes possible order of 

magnitude reductions in the required laser power and significant reductions 
in the required laser frequency. However, the symmetry and fluid instability 
problems are more severe in hollow pellet implosions. These problems have 
been calculated with the LASNEX two-dimensional multi-group energy transport 
magnetohydrodynamic computer program. Calculations show that laser driven 
implosions of moderately hollow pellets to the super dense Fermi degenerate 
states required for fusion power production are feasible when the laser 
power history is tailored to generate an optimum sequence of 5-10 weak shocks, 
the pellet is fabricated with a surface finish accurate to 10 to 100 A° and 
conditions previously described for solid pellets involving the laser wave
length and the initial atmosphere are satisfied. Excessive growth of fluid 
instabilities destroys implosions of thin walled hollow pellets driven by 
smoothly varying pulse shapes otherwise capable of generating the required 
isentropic high density state' because the mean acceleration of the imploding 
shell is too small and because the ablation rate is not large enough to pro
vide effective ablative stabilization. Calculations have also been made of 
laser driven implosions of complex hollow pellets containing one or more 
shells of high density, high Z materials (e.g. Fe or U). These pellets do 
not have high enough gain for laser fusion power production unless the laser 
efficiency is much greater than ten percent or unless the reactor is a 
hybrid (fission-fusion). 

•Research performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Conmission. 
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POWER, WAVELENGTH 
Smaller laser powers are required to implode hollow pellets because a 

smaller implosion pressure acts over a larger volume to generate the required 
implosion energy [1] [2]. For example, a peak power of about 2 x 1 0 1 5 watts 
was required in a LASNEX [3]t calculated implosion of a solid DT pellet with 
an optimally shaped 50 KJ laser pulse [2], whereas a peak power of less than 
10 1' watts was required in a comparable implosion of a hollow pellet [4] [5] 
Figure one. In addition the focused laser light intensity is lower in the 
hollow pellet implosion because the power is smaller and the pellet is lar
ger. Further, inverse bremsstrahlung absorption is stronger because the 
plasma is cooler and the density scale heights are longer. Consequently 
longer wavelength laser light may be used to drive the hollow implosion with
out generating superthermal electron tails [6] which degrade implosions by 
decoupling [7], preheat [8], and anomalous electron conduction [9] effects. 

SYMMETRY 
Asymmetries and fluid instabilities are more severe in hollow implosions 

largely because the shell moves through a larger distance and is thinner [2]. 
In LASNEX calculations of solid pellet implosions adequate symmetry was a-
chieved by use of multiple laser beams having an intensity variation of +10% 
over angles of a few degrees applied to a preheated atmosphere extending ini
tially to twice the pellet radius {with density somewhat greater than the 
critical density), and at the same time use of long wavelength light (2u) 
near the beginning of the implosion [2]. Under these conditions the calcu
lated thermonuclear yield is reduced less than 5% by implosion asymmetries. 
A hollow pellet with twice the initial radius (initial wall thickness 4% of 
the radius) would require longer wavelength laser light in order to implode 
with comparable symmetry. Then absorption of laser light would occur in the 
atmosphere at a larger radius and lower density and greater smoothing would 
occur due to azimuthal electron conduction. As noted above, use of longer 
wavelength laser light is feasible in hollow implosions because the required 
intensity is smaller. 

FLUID INSTABILITIES 
Previously it has been suggested that only long wavelength fluid insta

bilities would grow significantly in ablatively driven laser implosions and 
that the growth rate of the long wavelength perturbations wa- sufficiently 
slow as not to be damaging [1]. However, beginning in 1973 at Livermore the 
effectiveness of ablative stabilization was questioned on several grounds. 
There are unresolved difficulties in existing theories [10]. There is strong 
coupling between laser irradiation asymmetries and fluid instabilities. It 
is not clear that ablative effects on the outer surface can effectively stab
ilize initial perturbations within the shell or on the inner surface. In 
the published example [11] which does show strong ablative stabilization, the 
rate of ablation is so high that large entropy changes and very poor compres
sions result. 

LASNEX calculations confirmed our suspicions—thin hollow shells 
isentropically imploded to high velocities by smoothly varying pulse shapes 
are destroyed by fluid instabilities [12] Figure two. 

tLASNEX is a Lagrangian, axi-symmetric, magnetohydrodynamic, thermonuclear 
computer program with laser absorption physics and flux limited multi-group 
diffusion transport of photons, electrons, neutrons, and fusion ions. 
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However, solid pellets imploded successfully provided the initial amplitude 
of the surface perturbations was less than about 10 A° for a 400u radius 
pellet. LASNEX test problems were carefully compared with the Ray'leigh-
Taylor theory and with published results form a completely different type of 
computer program using linearized equations [11]. The effects of variations 
in zoning, artificial viscosity, and numerical methods were also examined. 
In earlier calculations it has been shown that finite difference Lagrangian 
hydrocodes agree well with the Rayleigh Taylor theory [13]. These tests and 
comparisons convinced us that the LASNEX calculation of fluid instabilities 
in laser implosions are valid. 

Without some stabilizing mechanism, it is easily shown that uniformly 
accelerated thin shells cannot be successfully imploded. According to the 
Rayleigh-Taylor theory [14], the amplitude A, of surface perturbations with 
kA » 1 (k = * _ 1 ) grows exponentially under acceleration, a, as exp/i'ak" dt. 
When kA approaches unity, the unstable growth is linear with time. Conse
quently the worst wavelength is approximately equal to half the shell thick
ness. Assuming constant acceleration, it follows that 

( ' n A 0 - ) Ar 
where Ar is the shell thickness and S is the distance over which the shell is 
accelerated. Growth from 10 A° to lOu corresponds to 9 generations. Then 
S/Ar < 4, i.e., the theory predicts breakup when the shell is accelerated 
through more than about 4 thicknesses. 

MULTt-IMPULSE PULSE SHAPE 
One solution to the hollow implosion problem is to modify the pulse 

shape so that the acceleration is more impulsive. In particular, in acceler
ation by a weak shock (e.g. pressure ratio of two) the entropy change is 
negligible and the surface imperfections grow linearly rather than exponenti
ally. Consequently the ideal pulse shape which generates maximally isentropic 
and stable acceleration consists of an optimum sequence of weak shocks. 

From the Rankine-Hugoniot equations (for conservation of mass, momentum, 
and energy across a fluid discontinuity) the shock compr.ssion with pressure 
ratio Y = P2/P1 for a y law gas is 

n s = ^ 4 M = 1.5forY=f,Y = 2. 
This is to oe compared to an isentropic compression where 

nj = Y"̂  = 1.515 for y = |, Y = 2. 
A sequence of 10 shocks each with Y = 2 gives n s = ( 1 . 5 ) 1 0 = 58 whereas a 
corresponding isentrcpic pressure change of th is magnitude gives nj = 64, a 
negligible difference. 

After shock acceleration from rest , f l u id perturbations grow l inear ly in 
time rather than exponentially [15]. This follows from integration of . the 
Rayleigh-Taylor d i f ferent ia l equation across a velocity discontinuity: A'=k a A; 
then i f A = AQ, A = 0 i n i t i a l l y , af ter a velocity jump Av = / a d t , A = Ak vAn. 
Typically k = 10"(10p wavelength), AQ = 10-6cm, At * 10" 9 sec, Av = 3 x lOWsec . 
Then Af *= 3 x 10 _ 5cm, 100 times smaller than the collapsed radius of 3x l0 - 3 cm. 
This 100 fo ld margin is su f f i c ien t to accommodate nonlinear growth after mul t i 
ple pulses, since then A?0. (A sequence of a large number of weak shocks gives 
the classical Rayleigh-Taylor resu l t . ) 
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LASNEX calculations confirm the feasibility of achieving sufficiently 
isentropic and stable implosion of a moderately hollow pellet to super high 
densities with a pulse shape which generates an optimum sequence of weak 
shocks [12] Figures 3 and 4. In this implosion the peak laser power is about 
10 1* watts, an order of magnitude smaller than 1s required for Inplosicn of a 
comparable solid pellet. It 1s not yet known how much further reduction in 
laser power is possible by making the pellet more hollow (I.e., increasing 
the radius while preserving the mass). 

COMPLEX PELLETS 
Finally we briefly consider the utility of more complex hollow pellets. 

It is advantageous to replace the outer UT which is ablated during implosion 
with material of Z •» 10, e.g., neon or glass. This increases the collision 
frequency and thereby inverse brerosstrahlung absorption and the parametric 
plasma instability thresholds. In addition, the ion and electron tempera
tures are more tightly coupled so that anomalous electron conduction effects 
are minimized or avoided [9]. Use of ablators with Z much larger than 10 
leads to excessive loss of energy and possibly pellet preheat by therms 1 x-
rays. It also appears to be useful to use a second concentric spherical 
shell of DT, initially at twice the radius of the inner shell, to form the 
atmosphere via a laser prepulse, Figure five. 
Pusher-tamper 

A high density, high Z pusher-tamper layer may be used adjacent tc the 
DT fuel*. Figure 6. This layer may have several functions: to inertially 
tamp the fuel during burn in order to increase thu burn efficiency; to trans
form the pulse shape during implosion by reducing the strength of applied 
shock waves (via the density step between the pusher-tamper and fuel) and 
by storing energy in the early stapes of the implosion which is then applied 
to tile fuel in the later stages when the purhar-tamper is suddenly slowed 
down; to shield the fuel from preheat by x-rays and electrons; and to ijen-
erate additional energy by fission (from the excaping fusion neutrons). Is
entropic compression of high Z materials to density 1000 g/cm3 require; only 
about 1/10 as much energy/g as does DT (mainly because of the stronger Coulomb 
interaction of the electrons with the high Z nuclei). However, in pellets 
designed for commercial power production, pusher-tampers are not generally 
advantageous, The required implosion velocity is not much smaller than for 
a bare pellet because ignition and propagation must be achieved in the 
central core of the DT in order to minimize the ignition energy and trereby 
reach a high enough gain [2]. Consequently if a pusher-tamper is addfd, 
approximately the same mass of DT must be removed from the pellet. The 
pusher-tamper will then generate much less energy than the DT it replaced 
even if it is fissionable. At 100% burnup DT produces about 5 times is 
mjch energy/gram as fissionable materials, and burns to high efficiency at 
a few g/ciir where?.s fast fission cross sections are > 100 g/cm2. 

Complex pallet designs with several concentric high and low density shells 
also have lower gain because the efficiency of hydrodynamic energy transfer 
from shell to shell is not hiph. However, thermonuclear ignition may b>* 
achieved with smaller laser powers providing the laser energy is large 
enough to implode the DT to pR > h g/cm2 and providing the pellet can be 
fabricated with the required super high tolerances and imploded wit/i suffi
cient symmetry. 

*Such pellets have been under study for many years at Livermore ar.d Los Alamos 
for laser and e-l,eam fusion applications. 
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Because of these considerations the gain of pellets with pusher-tampers 
is too small for laser fusion power production. However, such pellets are 
suitable for hybrid reactors and for laser fusion experiments. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 : Pulse shapes for implosion of so l id and hollow DT pel lets with 
^ 50 KJ of laser l i gh t . The hollow pel let has a 30-1 i n i t i a l 
ra t io of radius to wall thickness. ( In spherically symmetric 
calculations both pel lets give about 2 MJ of fusion y i e l d . 

Figure 2: Two-dimensional calculation of implosion of sector of a hollow 
sphere of DT (described in Figure 1) showing breakup due to f l u i d 
i ns tab i l i t i es af ter shell has moved inward to hal f i t s i n i t i a l 
radius. The i n i t i a l amplitude of the surface perturbation was 
less than 1 PC and the wavelength (of the perturbation) was about 
10 microns. 

Figure 3: Example of multi-impulsive pulse shape used in calculation of 
implosion of moderately hollow shell of DT by sequence of weak 
shocks with tolerable growth of f l u i d i ns tab i l i t i es . I n i t i a l 
amplitude of surface perturbations was ^ 10 A° and thickness-
radius ra t io was about 2-1 . 

Figure 4: Calculated growth of f l u i d ins tab i l i t i es in implosion described 
in Figure 3. Minimum shell thickness during implosion i s more 
than 10" 3 cm. 

Figure 5: Possible spherical pe l le t design to be used in CTR power plant. 
Outer DT shell is exploded by prepulse to make atmosphere. Neon 
is ablated to drive implosion. 

Figure 6: Complex laser fusion pellets with pusher-tamper and with mult iple 
pushers. 
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Figure 1: Pulse shapes for implosion of solid and 

hollow DT pellets with i. 50 KJ of laser 
light. The hollow pellet has a 30-1 Ini
tial ratio of radius to wall thickness. 
(In spherically symmetric calculations 
both pellets give about 2 MJ of fusion 
yield. 
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional calculations of implosion 
of sector of a hollow sphere of DT (des
cribed in Fig. 1) showing breakup due to 
fluid instabilities after shell has moved 
inward to half its initial radius. The 
initial amplitude of the surface pertur
bation was less than 1 A" and the wave
length (of the perturbation) was about 
10 microns. 
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Example of multi-impulsive pulse shape used in 
calculation of implosion of moderately hollow 
shell of DT by sequence of weak shocks with 
tolerable growth of f l u i d i ns tab i l i t i es . I n i t i a l 
amplitude of surface perturbations was ^ 10 A° 
and thickness-radius rat io was about 2 -1 . 
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Figure 4: Calculated growth of fluid insta
bilities in implosion described in 
Figure 3. Minimum chell thickness 
during implosion is more than 10" 3 

cm. 
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Figure 5: Possible spherical pellet design to be 
used in CTR power plant. Outer DT shell 
is exploded by prepulse to make atmosphere. 
Neon is ablated to drive implosion. 
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Figure 6: Complex laser fusion pellets with pusher-
tamper and with multiple pushers 


